BOOK REVIEWS
Although I didn’t live during the 50’s & 60’s, the book gave me a sense of being there
and experiencing what must have been exciting times for teenagers and young
adults. I love Motown music and listened to several favorites mentioned in the book.
I’m certain other readers will enjoy the book.
Kelly D. - California
I grew up during the period discussed in the book. It brought back memories of one
of the most enjoyable times in my life, especially cruising in town with my girlfriend
( who I eventually married! ) in my 1957 custom Chevy. Wish I still had that car!
Tom C. - Washington
My Grandpa shared a lot with me about his experiences growing up in southern
California during the 1950’s; cruising in his hot rod, hanging out at the Drive-InRestaurant, plus other things. He shared the book with me. Sounded like a real
innocent time. I read it....Great!.
Billy S. - California
Rock n’ Roll’n - The 50’s & 60’s was a gas to read. Man, I wish I could have lived
during those times. Saw the movie Rebel Without A Cause on TV. It was mentioned
in the book. Must have been a real trip living back then!
“Boney” D. - Colorado
My wife found this book while fishing around the Internet. She gave it to me as a
gift. We’re both in our 70’s and lived in Philly during those days. Was once on
American Bandstand. She gave it to me as a gift. We read it together. Thoroughly
enjoyable! Brought back a lot of great memories.
Dixon & Marge F. - Pennsylvania
I actually grew up in Vallejo, California and remember the author. He belonged to a
low rider's car club that had a dance at the old Casa de Vallejo hotel. I was at it! I
also remember the motorcycle gang that tried to break it up....also mentioned in the
book. Great reading!
Bill Y. - Southern Cal
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